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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to examine the differences between different types of news stories. Given the huge
impact of social networks, online content plays an important
role in forming or changing the opinions of people. Unlike
traditional journalism where only certain news organizations can
publish content, online journalism has given chance even for
individuals to publish. This has its own advantages like individual
empowerment but has given a chance to a lot of malicious entities
to spread misinformation for their own benefit. As reported by
many organizations in recent history, this even has influence on
major events like the outcome of elections. Therefore, it is of great
importance now, to have some sort of automated classification
of news stories. In this work, we propose a deep hierarchical
attention neural architecture combining sentiment and semantic
embeddings for more accurate fine grained classification of news
stories. Experimental results show that the sentiment embedding
along with semantic information outperform several state-of-theart methods in this task.
Index Terms—News Classification, Sentiment Analysis, Hierarchical Attention Network, Fake News Detection.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the rise of online social media, it has become the
dominant channel for the spread of news. It provides the
mechanism to publish news events as they happen. As soon as
the information is uploaded to the web, it is available around
the globe. In these times where blogging is considered as
journalism and thousands of websites are being built daily,
it is unfortunate that the authenticity of the news on a topic
can be undermined.
Fake news is a term often used to refer to fabricated news,
which has no basis, but presented as being factually accurate.
In some some cases, what appears to be fake news may in
fact be a news satire, which uses exaggeration and introduces
non-factual elements that are intended to amuse or make a
point rather than to deceive. Hence, if we deeply observe, we
can find different kinds of news.
An analysis by the Internet media company, BuzzFeed
revealed that during the final three months of 2016 US Presidential campaign, the 20 most popular false election stories
generated around 1.3 million more Facebook engagements in
the form of shares, likes, comments than did the 20 most

popular legitimate stories [1]. One of the most popular fake
story was “Pope Francis shocks world, endorses Donald Trump
for President”. Fake news can distort people’s beliefs even
after being debunked [2]. People are more inclined to believe
that the information is true if they are encountered it before.
Hence, all these have huge impact on the society and there
is a serious need to classify different types of news stories
to make people know about what they are reading. Such
system can be a bulwark to the dissemination of fake, false,
conspiratorial and misleading news. And recently in 2017, UK
House of Commons conducted a parliamentary inquiry into the
“growing phenomenon of fake news” [3].
If we come to the basic point of how these news are being
disseminated in the social networks, then that would help us to
reduce it. The basic concept of social network is to follow the
people you like or believe or look up to. If something comes
from such people in your network then there is a fair chance
of you believing that story if you are a little aware of that
before. Here, we certainly should worry about people (including journalists) unwittingly sharing misinformation, but far
more concerning are the systematic disinformation campaigns.
Previous attempts to influence public opinion relied on ‘oneto-many’ broadcast technologies but, social networks allow
‘atoms’ of propaganda to be directly targeted at users who are
more likely to accept and share a particular message. Once
they inadvertently share a misleading or fabricated article,
image, video or meme, the next person who sees it in their
social feed probably trusts the original poster, and goes on
to share it themselves. These ‘atoms’ then rocket through the
information ecosystem at high speed powered by trusted peerto-peer networks.
On the whole, each individual is playing a crucial role in the
ecosystem. Every time we passively accept information without double-checking, or share a post, image or video before
we have verified it, we are adding indirectly contributing for
the dissemination of misinformation. The ecosystem is now
so polluted, we have to take responsibility for independently
checking what we see online. Hence, there is a great need
for an automated intelligent system which can classify what

stories people are reading to so that they can verify before
believing or sharing such news stories.
In this paper, we propose a deep hierarchical attention neural
architecture combining sentiment and semantic embeddings
for fine grained classification of news stories. We also show
experimentally that our algorithm performs successfully on the
available news articles from OpenSources dataset [4], which
is a curated resource for assessing online information sources,
available for public use.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives
a brief overview on the related work. Section 3 describes the
proposed approach. Section 4 presents experiments and results.
Section 5 presents conclusion and future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A review of previous literature reveals a series of works
aiming at the task of fake news detection, clickbait identification, classification of satire and true content has been studied
separately. Recently many methods and studies have been put
forward for fake news detection. All these studies mainly tries
to analyze the content of news articles. BD Horne et al. (2017)
studies the stylistic, complexity and psychological features
[5]. Studies include the behavioural patterns by exploiting
supervised learning techniques [6], [7], linguistic based features to identify Clickbaits [8], [9], deceptive writing styles
in [10], [11]. SVM and other handcrafted features are used
by [12]–[17]. Many studies have been done related to social
networks analyzing the automatic response detection [21]–
[24] and considering other hand crafted features like Facebook
likes, shares and comments [25]–[31]. All these approaches are
restricted by using these features, fail to capture the complex
structure of the content in news articles. Deep learning have
been used by [18]–[20], tries to capture the information with
in the content of news articles.
Attention mechanism was fist used in machine translation
[32]. In image caption generation, attention is used by [33].
In many other applications like parsing [39], question answering [34]–[37], relation classification [38] and document
classification [41] attention is used. The document structure is
exploited mainly by 3HAN [40] which is inspired from HAN
[41]. While HAN uses a hierarchical attention neural network
for document classification, [40] specifically focuses on fake
news detection. Our proposed model has some overlap with
these works. However, these studies do not explicitly targeted
fine grained news classification at large scale. In our work,
we mainly concentrate on fine grained classification of news
articles which includes 9 different classes other than “fake”.
Furthermore, we hope that this type of in depth classification
systems can be helpful for news organizations to automatically
tag articles and for users to tag or know about a news story
before they mistook and share with in their social networks
believing it as a true story.
III. M ODEL
In this section, we give details of the proposed model,
which we call SSD-HAN, Sentiment and Semantic Deep

Hierarchical Neural Network. The architecture of SSD-HAN
is shown in “Figs. 1 to 3”. The model consists of two main
parts, a module for extracting the sentiment embedding of
news articles, and a module for representing the contextual
information. We construct the news vector by using both the
sentiment embedding vector and contextual information vector
of a news article which helps in classification. A news vector
is generated using SSD-HAN. To capture the information
from large document, SSD-HAN uses a Hierarchical Attention
Network which is inspired from HAN [41]. HAN contains
following layers: word sequence encoder, word level attention
(Layer 1), sentence encoder, sentence level attention (Layer
2). This network captures the contextual information of an
article. In addition to these, we use another Hierarchical
Attention Network which captures the sentiment embedding
of the article. We combine these two, sentiment embedding
and semantic embedding of a document along with the title
of news article to construct a news vector. We describe the
details of different components in the following sections.
A. GRU based Sequence Encoder
Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [43] are improved version of
standard Recurrent Neural Networks(RNNs) [44]. GRU uses
update gate and reset gate which helps in solving the vanishing
gradient problem in standard RNNs. Basically, these two gates
are two vectors which decides what information should be
passed to the output.
1) Update Gate: Update Gate helps the model to determine
how much of the information from the previous words needs to
be passed along to the future time steps. That is really powerful
because the model can decide to copy all the information from
the past and eliminate the risk of vanishing gradient problem
[42].
zt = σ(Wz xt + Uz ht−1 )

(1)

zt decides how much the unit updates its activation.
2) Reset Gate: Reset Gate is used to decide how much of
the past information to forget. We use the reset gate to store
the relevant information from the past.
rt = σ(Wr xt + Ur ht−1 )

(2)

rt allows how much the unit considers the previously
computed state. If rt is close to zero then the whole past
information is discarded.
3) Final Memory at current time step: This is a vector
which holds information for the current unit and passes it
down to the network. Update gate is needed in calculating
this. It determines what to collect from the current memory
content and what from the previous steps.
∼

ht = tanh (W xt + U (r

ht−1 ))

(3)

∼

ht = (1 − zt )ht−1 + zt ht
ht is the final activation of a GRU unit at time t.

(4)

B. News article representation

E. Attention

We focus on fine-grained news classification in this work.
Assume that a news article has a Title Ti , a Body which
consists of L sentences si and each sentence having Ni words.
win with n ∈ [1, N ] represents the words in the ith sentence
Li . Our model, SSD-HAN, represents the news article into
a news vector on which we perform classification. In the
following sections, we discuss how we construct the final
news vector capturing both the sentiment and the semantic
information from word vectors using SSD-HAN.

An attention model [45] takes n arguments h1 , ..., hn ,
and a context c. It returns a vector which is supposed to
be the summary of hi , focusing on information linked to the
context c. More formally, the representation of next layer in
the network, will be the weighted sum of the input arguments
according to their relevance for the classification task.
1) Word Attention: In our case, first the bi-directional
GRUs give the word annotations on which we apply attention
mechanism. Not all the words contribute in equal to the
meaning of a sentence. Let H be the matrix having vectors
−→ ←−
[hin , hin ], of all the words in a sentence. H is given as input
to the Attention model which gives a vector output, which is
the weighted sum of vectors in H. The weights are proportional
to the relevance of that word to the information in given
classification task. cw is a trained parameter vector which helps
in deciding the weights according to the relevance.

C. Word Encoder
Given a set of words Wi , forming a sentence i in a
news article, we convert them into word embeddings using
GloVe [46]. Using these vectors as inputs to the network,
we try to capture the information around each word in both
the directions. We use a bi-directional GRU to capture the
contextual information around each word in both directions.
The forward GRU reads each word in a sentence starting from
first word, while the backward GRU reads words starting from
last. For each word win , it’s word annotation contains both the
−→ ←−
annotations given by forward and backward GRUs [hin , hin ].
We use attention mechanism over these word annotations
which gives different scores for each annotation proportional
to relevance of the word in meaning of the sentence. We
discuss this in detail in the below Attention section. We use all
these word annotations along with attention to get a sentence
vector si .
−→ −−−→
hin = GRU (xin ), n ∈ [1, N ]
←− ←−−−
hin = GRU (xin ), n ∈ [N, 1]
−→ ←−
hin = [hin , hin ]

ain = tanh (Ww hin )
exp(ain cw )
αin = P
T
n exp (ain cw )
X
si =
αin hin

(11)
(12)
(13)

n

(6)

cw is the context vector initialized at random and learned in
training, si is the sentence vector formed by attention mechanism which aggregates the representation of the informative
words in sentence Li .
2) Sentence Attention: Similar to word attention, we identify relevant sentences in the formation of the body vector b
by using an attention layer.

(7)

ai = tanh (Ws hi )

(5)

−→
←−
hin is the annotation given by forward GRU and hin is by
backward GRU. hin is the final word annotation generated by
−→
←−
concatenating hin and hin .

exp(ai cs )
αi = P
T
i exp (ai cs )
X
b=
αi hi

(14)
(15)
(16)

i

D. Sentence Encoder
Similar to the word encoder, we use another bi-directional
GRU which takes sentence vectors as input. For each sentence,
its annotation contains both the annotations given by forward
−→ ←−
and backward GRUs [hin , hin ]. We use attention mechanism
on these sentence annotations to capture the relevant sentences
which mainly contribute to the meaning of entire body of
a news article. Using these sentence annotations along with
attention, we get a body vector b.
→
−
−−−→
hi = GRU (si )
←
− ←−−−
hi = GRU (si )
→
− ←
−
hi = [ hi , hi ]

(8)
(9)

(10)
→
−
←
−
hi is the annotation given by forward GRU and hi is by
backward GRU. hi is the final sentence annotation generated
→
−
←
−
by concatenating hi and hi .

cs is context vector initialized at random and learned in
training, b is the body vector that summarizes all the information of sentences in a news article.
F. Body Sentiment embedding - Ave
The network shown in “Fig. 1” trained on sentiment classification task, gives the sentiment embedding of news article. In
this network, we use word encoder, word attention, sentence
encoder and sentence attention layers to capture polarity of the
body of a news article. This network is trained separately using
two datasets namely IMDB taken from [50], and Yelp15 from
[49]. We use these datasets to maximum utilize the vocabulary
available. We construct the final sentiment embedding by
taking the average of these two embeddings.
bsi = HANs (xin )

(17)

bs = Avg(bsi )

(18)

Fig. 1. HAN - Hierarchical Attention Neural Network Architecture.

Fig. 2. SSD-HAN - Sentiment and Semantic Deep Hierarchical Attention Neural Network Architecture.

bsi is the sentiment embedding of body for each dataset. bs
is generated by taking average of these bsi . HANs represents
the sentiment classification task by HAN.
G. Title Sentiment embedding - Ave
Similar to body sentiment embedding, words from the title
are taken as input to network by converting them into word
embeddings using GloVe and the sentiment embedding is
generated for the title of a news article. Average of the two
embeddings from IMDB, Yelp15 is considered. As titles are
a strong differentiating factor between fake and real news [?],
we hypothesize that titles play an important role in fine-grained
classification of news articles as well.
tsi = HANs (tn )

(19)

ts = Avg(tsi )

(20)

tsi is the sentiment embedding of title for each dataset. ts
is generated by taking average of these tsi . HANs represents
the sentiment classification task by HAN.
H. News Article Encoder
The body vector b, title sentiment embedding ts , body
sentiment embedding bs and words in title are given as input
to GRU. This annotation captures the context and polarity of
headline with respect to body of the news article.
x = [xtn , b, ts, bs]

(21)

→
−
−−−→
hi = GRU (xi )

(22)

←
− ←−−−
hi = GRU (xi )

(23)

→
− ←
−
hi = [ hi , hi ]

(24)

where x is the concatenation of GloVe vectors of words in title,
body vector, title sentiment embedding and body sentiment
embedding.
I. News Article Attention
In this section, final news vector is constructed as the
weighted sum of the output vectors from the News Article
Encoder relevant to given classification task.
ai = tanh (W hi )

(25)

exp(ai cn )
αi = P
T
i exp (ai cn )

(26)

X

(27)

nv =

αi hi

i

cn is the context vector initialized at random and learned
in training, nv is the final news vector formed by attention
mechanism.

Fig. 3. SSD-HAN - Sentiment and Semantic Deep Hierarchical Attention Neural Network Architecture.

IV. E XPERIMENTS

J. News Article classification
The final news vector nv is used as a feature vector for
document classification. We use negative log likelihood as the
loss function for training.
p = sof tmax(Wf nv )

(28)

XX

(29)

L=−

log pic

i∈A c∈C

A is the set of articles and C is the set of classes. pic is the
model probability of assigning class c to article i.

In this section, we demonstrate the quality of SSD-HAN on
OpenSources Dataset [4]. In the main set of experiments, we
evaluate the accuracy of the classification produced by SSDHAN.
A. Dataset
We evaluate the effectiveness of our model on a large scale
OpenSources dataset. OpenSources is a curated resource for
assessing online information sources. Websites in this resource
range from credible news sources to misleading and outright
fake websites. We consider a subset of it which contains a total
of 29,65,603 articles across all the classes to maintain balance

among the classes in the dataset. A summary of the statistics
is listed in Table I. The datasets used to capture sentiment
embeddings are Yelp15 and IMDB. We have taken the the
following tags from OpenSources dataset as classes.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Fake
Satire
Bias
Conspiracy
Rumor

6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Hate
Clickbait
Political
Reliable
Unreliable

TABLE I
DATASET
Tag

Number of news articles

Fake

4,28,083

Satire

1,46,080

Bias

4,00,444

Conspiracy

4,05,981

Hate

1,17,374

Clickbait

2,92,201

Political

4,35,471

Reliable

4,20,139

Unreliable

3,19,830

5) GRU-Ave: Similar to the above method, in this, we
considered news body along with the title as sequence of
words. GloVe vectors are considered for all these words, given
as inputs for the GRU. The annotations given by GRU are
averaged to construct the final news vector. A fully connected
layer with sigmoid activation is used for classification.
6) HAN: This is a two layer hierarchical attention neural
network considering word level and sentence level attention
for document classification.
7) 3HAN: This is a three layer hierarchical attention neural
network considering word, sentence and headline-body level
attention specifically designed for fake news detection.
C. Model Settings
We use Stanford CoreNLP [47] for splitting text into
sentences and for tokenization of words. All the words are preprocessed by considering alphabets, numbers and significant
punctuation marks. All the words are converted into lower case
for uniformity. All the words that occur less than 6 times are
discarded from the vocabulary.
We consider maximum sentence count to be considered
from an article as 20 and maximum word count per sentence as
15. We use 50 dimensional GRU annotations, which give 100
dimension embedding, by combining forward and backward
GRU annotations for words and sentences. We initialize the
word and sentence level context vectors at random, which also
have a dimension of 100 are learned by the model in training.
We use 200 dimensional GloVe word embeddings to represent
words as input to the network. For missing words in GloVe,
we initialize their word embedding from a uniform distribution
on (−0.25, 0.25), as reported in [48] that it works better than
initializing it to zeros. Stochastic gradient descent is used for
training all the models with a mini-batch size of 64, learning
rate as 0.01 and momentum as 0.9.

B. Baselines

D. Results and Discussion

We compare SSD-HAN with several baseline methods
including traditional approaches such as word count based
models and neural network models.
1) Bag of Words: In this we selected, 50,000 most frequent
words from vocabulary of the articles in the training set. The
frequency of each word is used to calculated the tf-idf scores
which are used as features and logistic regression is used for
the classification of news articles.
2) N-grams: Similar to the bag of words, in this, we
selected 2,00,000 most frequent N-grams (N <= 5). The
frequency of each N-gram is used to calculate the tf-idf scores
which are used as features.
3) SVM with N-grams: Similar to the above two methods,
in this, we selected the 2,00,000 most frequent n-gram tf-idf
scores as features and SVM is used for classification.
4) GloVe-Ave: In this, entire news content along with the
title is considered as a sequence of words. GloVe vectors are
considered for all these words. All these word embeddings are
averaged to construct the final news vector. A fully connected
layer with sigmoid activation is used for classification.

The experimental results of all the compared models are
shown in Table III. Results show that our model, SSD-HAN
gives the best performance on the OpenSources dataset in
classification task. We use a train and test split of 70%, 30%
for word count based models and train, validation and test split
of 70%, 10%, 20% for neural network models. As the dataset
is balanced, we use accuracy as a metric to evaluate all the
models.
From Table IV we can see that the neural network models
not using attention mechanism performs better that traditional
baseline models while the models that use attention mechanism outperforms them. And finally, SSD-HAN considering
both sentiment embedding and contextual information performs better than all these methods.
The inverted style of writing news articles as mentioned
by [5], [40] is also exploited by our model. This refers to
information represented in decreasing importance. Considering
the sentiment embedding along with contextual information
further helps in fine-grained classification of news articles.
This is demonstrated by the higher accuracy of SSD-HAN.

TABLE II
ATTENTION W EIGHTS CONSIDERING BOTH SENTIMENT AND SEMANTIC

TABLE III
W ORD C OUNT BASED M ODELS

EMBEDDINGS

Class

Methods

Accuracy

Bag of Words

68.67

Bag of Words + TF-IDF

69.34

Bag of N-grams

72.04

Bag of N-grams + TF-IDF

73.42

SVM + N-grams

65.20

Avg. Attention Weights (Semantic - Sentiment)

Fake
Satire
Bias
Conspiracy
Rumor
Hate

TABLE IV
N EURAL N ETWORK M ODELS
Methods

Accuracy

GloVe-Ave

78.67

Reliable

GRU-Ave

81.34

Unreliable

HAN

81.78

3HAN

85.48

SSD-HAN

89.5

Clickbait
Political

In order to validate that our model exploits the sentiment
and contextual information for fine grained classification of
news articles, we visualize the final layer attention weights
for all the classes. We show how the weights vary between
the sentiment and contextual information by considering the
average of weights on a sample of 10,000 articles from each
class. All the weights from the semantic embeddings are
averaged across one article and further averaged across the
sample of articles and similarly with sentiment embedding.
The intensity of colour denotes the weightage given to sentiment and contextual information. From the results in Table II,
it is evident that the news articles from the classes Fake,
Political, Reliable and Unreliable are highly dependent on
contextual information, while Satire, Bias, Conspiracy, Rumor
and Hate are dependent on both information for classification.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
In this work, we study the fine grained classification of
news articles. While the existing work has typically addressed
the problem by focusing on individual classification tasks. We
propose a model, Sentiment and Semantic Deep Hierarchical
Neural Network (SSD-HAN) for fine grained news classification. Our model progressively builds the news vector by giving
importance to informative words, sentences along with their
sentiment embedding using attention mechanism. We demonstrated the performance of SSD-HAN over traditional word
count based and standard neural network models. In future,
we want to explore more about the hidden patterns in articles

that contributed more towards classification and visualizing
those patterns and features in a more comprehensive manner.
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